Newly created role with great personal development opportunities.
Our client Dreamlines was founded in 2012 and it is the fastest growing online cruise
portal worldwide. Headquartered in Hamburg, it has over 600 employees. In May,
Dreamlines acquired 100% of Cruise 1st, a UK headquartered cruise specialist.
Dreamlines and Cruise 1st will pool their expertise and capabilities to create unique
cruise products and experiences for their customers. Additionally, the companies
will streamline their distribution channels, enabling suppliers to target customers
more efficiently and with even greater effectiveness. In order to lift synergies, to optimize market opportunities and to migrate people and culture into one firm we are
looking for a

Project Manager Global Operations (m/f)
In this role you support the Global Operations Team in strategic projects with focus on Post
Merger Integration (PMI) activities and drive the integration of acquired companies into the
global Dreamlines group. You define integration timelines, measure and ensure their tracking and execution, steer a diverse range of stakeholders across departments and companies and identify and leverage synergy potentials within the integration activities. More over
you are investigating and establishing additional revenue-creating market opportunities.
We are seeking an analytically and strategically thinking person who is capable to drive the
PMI process both with empathy as well as with necessary straightness to success. The
candidate must have convincing problem-solving skills, ability to navigate competing priorities and stakeholders, and effectively drive issues to closure. He/she must be willing and
capable to steer heterogeneous teams across several locations. Candidates should have a
solid know-how of project- and change-management tools as well as convincing communicating skills in German and in English.
For a well educated person with a similar background established in a high performance
environment, such as consultancy or e-commerce we are offering a newly created role with
top-management attention in a well positioned company with a top reputation in its market
and start-up atmosphere. You will have the opportunity to manage complex topics and you
can set a mark thereby establishing your own reputation with great personal development
opportunities.
Our Managing Director Matthias Busold is available for a first exchange of ideas. We certainly assure you our complete discretion as well as the consideration of non-disclosure
notices and GDPR. You are invited to send your meaningful application documents with
remuneration requirements and availability stating no BC 100072 to matthias.busold@busold-consulting.de
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